
FLOOR SHINE
BRILLIANT GLOSS ACRYLIC POLYMER POLISH

Excellent floor polish 
formulation
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ActiveEco Floor Shine is a 
non-hazardous, new generation floor 
finish with that provides optimal 
durability and resistance to traffic, black 
heel marks and scuffing. It is easy to 
apply and dries to a brilliant gloss, 
making it the ideal polish for various 
establishments, workplaces, retail 
shops, and homes. 

ActiveEco Floor Shine eliminates the 
need for a base sealer due to its 
exceptional leveling properties. Its high 
solids content builds quickly, thus, fewer 
coats are required to achieve flawless 
gloss and protection.

Benefits

• Dries to a brilliant wet-look gloss 
from the very first application of 
two or more coats.

• Responds remarkably well to 
cleaning and buffing.

• Protects wooden floors from 
traffic, black heel marks and 
scuffing.

• Maintains exceptional non-slip 
properties.

• Enhances the natural beauty of 
wood floors by providing a 
durable protective coating.

• Can be used with electric buffing 
machines.
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Recommended Applications

Ideal for use on:

- Vinyl
- Slate
- Granite
- Terrazzo
- Terracotta
- Linoleum
- Wood
- Marble 

Use a base coat first before applying 
on stone surfaces or polished 
concrete.

Application

-   Use a clean polish applicator to 
apply ActiveEco Floor Shine. Using 
slightly overlapping strokes, apply a 
thin coat over the floor area.

- Allow to dry (30 to 40 minutes).
-   Apply 3 to 5 coats of ActiveEco 

Floor Shine depending on the 
porosity of the surface and the 
expected amount of traffic. 

-   Repeated thin, evenly-spread coats 
are better than one heavy 
application.

-    If a base coat has been applied, 
only 2 to 3 coats of ActiveEco Floor 
Shine can be applied as soon as the 
base coat is dry to the touch.

-   Coverage is 50-80m2 per litre per 
coat depending on the porosity of 
the surface.

FLOOR SHINE
BRILLIANT GLOSS ACRYLIC POLYMER POLISH

5 LitreActiveEco Floor ShineAEFS-5

15 LitreActiveEco Floor ShineAEFS-15
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